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The zodiacal cloud is one of the largest structures in the solar system and strongly governed by
meteoroid collisions near the Sun. Collisional erosion occurs throughout the zodiacal cloud, yet it
has been historically difficult to directly measure. After transiting the inner-most regions of the
solar system with Parker Solar Probe (PSP), we find that its dust impact rates are consistent with at
least three distinct populations: bound zodiacal dust grains on elliptic orbits (α-meteoroids),
unbound β-meteoroids on hyperbolic orbits, and a third population of impactors that may be
either direct observations of discrete meteoroid streams or their collisional by-products (“βstreams”). The β-stream from the Geminids meteoroid stream is a favorable candidate for the
third impactor population. β-streams of varying intensities are expected to be produced by all
meteoroid streams, particularly in the inner solar system, and are a universal phenomenon in all
exozodiacal disks. We discuss these recent PSP observations of the dust environment in the very
inner solar system, provide constraints on their relative densities and fluxes, and discuss the
erosion rate of zodiacal material.
These observations are also directly relevant for understanding the impactor and space
weathering environment experienced by airless bodies in the inner solar system. Since the
discovery of the Moon's asymmetric ejecta cloud, the origin of its sunward-canted density
enhancement has not been well understood. Ejecta is produced from β-meteoroids which impact
the Moon's sunward side at similar locations to this previously unresolved asymmetry. These small

grains are submicron in size, comparable to or smaller than the lunar regolith particles they hit,
and can impact the Moon at very high speeds ~100 km s-1. Incorporating β-meteoroid fluxes
observed by the Pioneers 8 & 9, Ulysses, and Parker Solar Probe spacecraft as a newly considered
impactor source at the Moon, we find β-meteoroid impacts to the lunar surface can explain the
sunward asymmetry observed by LADEE/LDEX. We discuss these observations and how this
finding suggests β-meteoroids may appreciably contribute to the evolution of other airless
surfaces in the inner solar system.
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